
Concrete Sinks & TubsCare & Maintenance Tips

1. These items have a special concrete sealant. The sealant is not scratch-resistant. Please avoid using
rough fabrics or abrasive detergents. Please use a soft sponge or microfiber cloth with soapy water to
clean it. The concrete should not be cleaned with toxic cleaners.

2. The concrete sealant is water-resistant and stain-resistant. It protects the concrete to a certain extent
and penetrates it deeply to resist most water stain problems. However, the sealant will eventually wear out,
so it is recommended to use wax paste once to twice a year to maintain its protection.

3. Wine, coffee, tea, cosmetics, toothpaste, and other similar substances have been successfully tested on
the sealant. It is recommended to wipe the concrete surface immediately to avoid stains.

4. Concrete is wear-resistant, but not unbreakable. Please do not sit or stand on its edges or surface.
Excessive weight on any area may cause cracks.

5. Please do not directly heat or leave hot oil on the surface of the concrete, and use protective
pads to place hot cups, plates, etc.

6. Each product is handmade and unique. The product you receive may be slightly different from the
image you see on the website. Variations are a natural part of this unique hand made item.

Characteristics of concrete material:
1. The surface color of concrete will never be one solid hue because it is made of a blend of materials. The
change in tone and texture is natural and creates a unique luster, which is part of the concrete’s original
properties.

2. The item is made of a mixture of traditional stone, sand, and cement. In some cases, aggregates of
material can be seen on the surface of the concrete, which are part of the unique, natural texture.

3. The liquid state of the concrete during the pouring process means that sometimes texture flow lines can
be seen on the surface of the concrete. This is often more obvious when pouring on the curved or tall
vertical surfaces, and is another typical feature of concrete.
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